
Mana 2081 

Chapter 2081 Visitors! 

He had lived for a long time. 

He had seen the Passages of Ages and Emperors rising and falling. 

He was the Longest Dream, the child and one of the hopes of the Dream Dimension after a few others 

like him became True Emperors and left their home. 

So he had seen his share of marvels. 

Yet…nothing prepared him for the inexplicable wonder he witnessed when he stepped through the 

Dimensional Gateway to arrive into what he expected to be the relocated Dream Dimension. 

But the moment he saw it, he instantly understood it was nothing as simple as a relocation. 

HUUM! 

Vibrant Seas of essence rages around them as they appeared above the skies of this Dream Dimension, 

where radiant rotating golden Cosmos could be seen spinning with grandeur around them as they 

swirled with milky gold light that dripped to the earth below. 

An earth that was filled with crystalline sand dunes that rose and fell like treasures as the moment they 

arrived, they were instantly able to tell a change that shocked them! 

This change…was the concentration of Dream Essence! 

It was at least twice as dense as the Dream Dimension they remembered as even the Source of 

Dreams…it felt more potent and stronger here! 

But this wasn't all. 

When they spread their auras out, they felt the endlessly Expansive golden planes of this Dimension 

stretching out on all sides as ultimately…their stretched out wills felt golden borders in the far distance! 

Borders. 

Massive golden boundary-like borders that stood stably and unlike the Dream Dimension they 

knew…these boundaries were not pulsing and expanding. 

They weren't stretching out endlessly even at a slow pace as the process that thinned out the Source of 

Dreams and led it towards an apocalypse was gone! 

<Impossible…> 

The others were speechless when they realized it as it was the Longest Dream who spoke out. 

Yes. 

What he saw was an impossibility! 
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The stoppage of the Apocalypse of Dimensions was an impossible thing unless one attained the Seat of 

the True Emperor and found a way to undo what OPPENHEIMER had done in the last Age! 

So what was this Reality they saw at this juncture? 

It was so unbelievable as this was part of the reason why the Source of Dreams felt so much stronger 

and so potent- to the extent that it felt like it would only continue to get stronger! 

It was a marvel that even the Longest Dream who had dreamed for Trillions of years and made many 

dreams into Realities could not fathom. 

<Eowyn…just what is…?> 

He could only turn to his daughter for some answers, but at this juncture… 

"Welcome." 

WAA! 

A booming voice filled with calm and reality resonated all around them as it was none other than Noah! 

It boomed around them even though it held no authority, the Dimensional Rulers following its source as 

they finally realized something else that caused their expressions to change greatly! 

The golden planar Dream Dimension they had spread their auras to observe was only one area.  

The Source of the voice came above the Dream Dimension as when they looked up, they saw countless 

dazzling multicolored Cosmos stretching out endlessly! 

The Cosmos that came from too many devoured Realities, and Cosmos that were naturally formed from 

singularities that were blooming constantly even at this moment. 

Singularities that had increased in frequency and number ever since the authority of Anchors was 

reduced, and they even further exploded upwards when the Dream Dimension was assimilated into the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

Their number was utterly astounding as amidst all this, Seas of multicolored essence surged around 

these Cosmos. 

The voice they heard…seemed to stem at the center point of all of these Cosmos as Eowyn was the first 

to shoot towards it, the Longest Dream and the others coming out of their stupor to move and spread 

their wills out to observe more and more as they saw something that made them raise a shocking 

question. 

This question was raised as while they passed radiant multicolored Cosmos, they saw the Source of the 

voice stem from a vibrant area of domain that swirled with dense Seas of all types of essence, but this 

wasn't all. 

Amidst the vibrant multicolored essences, they could see particles and tendrils of Natural Laws. 

Of Fundamental Natural Laws. 

And of Absolute Dream Authority! 



It was a shocking scene as it caused the Dreamer of Providence to pull his golden beard hairs while 

voicing out incredulously. 

<This…isn't the Main Reality?> 

HUUUM! 

A shocking question. 

But there was only a single reason why it would be raised! 

It was because the domain they saw- the Dimensional Holy Land they gazed at…it seemed eerily similar 

to the Empyral Domains of Nature they knew of in the Main Reality! 

This was because it was currently densely swirling with concentrated and visible waves of Natural Laws, 

Fundamental Natural Laws, and even streams of Absolute Dream Authority. 

<...> 

It was the Dream Dimensional Rulers being one of the first to witness the truly grand changes to the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality after the assimilation of a while Dimension. 

It wasn't just the act of assimilation, but also due to this Anchor losing its function on the Desolate 

Mausoleum! 

It was causing grand and fundamental changes that the Dream Dimensional Rulers now followed while 

being pulled towards the Source of the Voice within the Dimensional Holy Land- to the Blacksmith's 

Forge that was only a small part of the many constructs to look at in the Dimensional Holy Land. 

In here, the Main Body of a glorious existence with his stellar chest laid bare could be seen surrounded 

by incandescent golden Forges. 

Radiant metalloids of MANANIUM and NULLINIUM were stacked up beside the Forge he was on as he 

wasn't alone, the figure of a not recently seen Oathkeeper floating nearby with a vibrant disk, as well as 

the visage of an apathetic crimson tinted RUINATION who all raised their heads to the oncoming array of 

Dimensional Rulers! 

Rulers who became even more shocked at what they continued to see as the main body of Noah was 

not covered by a veil. 

His authority was laid out in the open as the Longest Dream and other Rulers were able to gaze upon his 

distinction. 

Upon a dazzling crown with vibrant Ecritures as well as the ridiculously dense backbone of a throne that 

was shining with even more radiance at this juncture! 

The reason for this was because the binding of the Rulers to the Source of Dreams and their entry into 

the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality…had caused an elevation in authority that was quantified 

before Noah's eyes! 

<Without even attaining the Seat of the True Emperor of this Age, you have begun to act upon an 

authority privy only to True Emperors.> 



<The Origins of multiple Nature Integration Realm Existences have been bound to a Source under your 

control.> 

<You have embarked on a Quintessential Path of ruling over those at the peak of power in this Age!> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 
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<You have embarked on a Quintessential Path of ruling over those at the peak of power in this Age!> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

These were the prompts that Noah saw. 

But to the Dream Dimensional Rulers, all they saw was his Kainos Authority surging with splendor as the 

backbone of his throne became even more solidified! 

But what caused these aged beings to come to a halt were the ecritures burning brightly around the 

crown that sat slightly forward and above the empty backbone of a throne. 

<QUINTESSENTIAL DIMENSIONAL EMPEROR>! 

<...> 

It caused each of them to pause and look at each other as they then locked their gazes onto the being in 

question that Eowyn went to stand before! 

He was currently wielding a hammer of light with his chest laid bare, his stellar skin and visage being 

visible as his lower half was covered by a multicolored Armament swirling with rivers of Reality. 

Surrounded side by side with MANANIUM and NULLINIUM, his visage screamed of regality and grandeur 

as when looking at him and his title, the Dreamer of Providence was the first to speak 

<The Age of Quintessence has just begun with no Emperor being the clear winner…how do you have 

such a title? Out of all Ages past, this Age is the hardest to become a champion in, so how is you 

distinction possible?!> 

WAA! 

Noah was a marvel that had to be answered as when they asked him this, his eyes only shot forth an air 

of Tyranny! 

An interested smile became etched on his lips as he floated to sit atop a golden anvil while gazing 

towards Eowyn's exceedingly beautiful figure in a quizzical tone after the recent words of the Dreamer 

of Providence. 

And as if she knew Noah's question, she spoke out calmly. 

<When an Age ends and the authority of the True Emperor disappears, the authority of that Age in all 

Candidate Emperors also slowly disappears as there exists a small internalization of this authority in all 
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Candidate Emperors of this Age. When the next Age begins…this internalized authority can reveal some 

information to its holder, with the most crucial being a quantification of just how difficult or easy it 

would be to become an Emperor of that current Age. 

…! 

<When the Age of Quintessence arrived…the past Candidate Emperors of the Age of Destiny all learned 

that it would be even harder to become an Emperor of this Age than it was for ten of the previous Ages 

combined. This is why most beings are not rushing to fight for authority as in this landscape of 

Apocalypse and Cataclysm, they know the chance is an impossibility!> 

Eowyn's words stood true as Noah twirled with the golden hammer while he thought, eventually 

nodding and turning towards the Old Dreamer to reply. 

"The reason for my distinction…it seems it was also the reason that attaining rulership in this Age is 

considered an impossibility for others." 

…! 

His words were explosive as they caused somber lights to bloom in the eyes of the Dimensional Rulers as 

they realized this being before them seemed to be truly unique. 

Off to the side, RUINATION and the Oathkeeper did not display any emotions as they watched on. 

But….there were still even more questions within the minds of the Dimensional Rulers. What this place 

was, what the Essence of Abomination was doing in metalloid piles…just more of a dialog had to occur 

for them to understand each other! 

So Noah continued with a brilliant smile as he didn't push too hard nor start demanding fealty from 

some of the most powerful beings in the Barren Lands. 

They were already bound to the Source that was now bound to him as in a short period of time, all the 

pieces will fall where they should! 

So a dialog began in the Dimensional Holy Land that was wondrously misconstrued as an Empyral 

Domain of Nature of the Main Reality with Dream Dimensional Rulers, and another dialog took place in 

the Avalon Dimension where Noah met with an Elysium Dimensional Ruler and Avalon Dimensional 

Rulers. 

He was forging connections with the strongest beings of this Era freely as while he made his 

movements, destiny continued to unwind elsewhere! 

Uniquely, since the events of the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, a bit over four days had passed as too 

many things had occurred in his period of time, Noah moving with many identities and accomplishing 

too many things as his clone of Alexander could be considered falling behind in accomplishments. 

He had been taken in by the Primordials and enjoyed the Empyral Domain of Nature for a day, setting 

off with their Legions for another day to fight the forces of the Dream Dimension when he himself rose 

as the Dimensional Inimicus, retreating and regrouping with the Adjudicator Legions and even meeting 

Suzerain Commanders who controlled a few Abominations! 



But the greatest power he did display and could display at this juncture was the Peak of Ultima and 

approaching Grotto Haven as currently…his position in the Primordial Legion was stagnant until more 

battles came. 

And even though it was only a period of days into the flourishing Age of Quintessence, battles were 

aplenty as after the forces of the Dream Dimension, Legions of Empowered Primordial Beasts and the 

factions of Ancient Races that had not emigrated into Dimensions began to move across the Pure-

Blooded Primordial Domains! 

Even though it was a short period of time into the Age of Quintessence, a Dimension had fallen as grand 

changes occurred in the Desolate Mausoleum! 

And on the side of Dimensions…a rarely seen Conclave was called forth after the drastic actions caused 

by a certain someone. 

A Conclave had never so quickly been called upon this early into the start of an Age! 

It was a Conclave with grave uncertainties and decisions that even those with abundant knowledge 

could not predict! 

<The stance of the Elysium Dimension will be to see what position the Quantum Dimension is taking. 

Whether they know the Will of the Ancestors…and what they plan to do.> 

In the Avalon Dimension, Insula Avallonis was transformed into an isolated domain of wonder as over 

half a day had passed since the Rulers here met with the Seeker of Knowledge. 

At this juncture, they had all gotten notices for the location and timing of the Dimensional Conclave as 

they would soon set off into this grand affair! 
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Half a day. 

This was how much time had passed since the Anchor that was the Dream Dimension had been 

'destroyed' as in this period of time before the Dimensional Conclave was convened, a shocking event 

had taken place in the Niflheim Dimension! 

The Dimensional Deceiver had moved with shocking speed and power as she revealed an unbelievable 

card up her sleeve- a renowned Commander that was prominent in the Last Age returning as an Undead 

Emperor as he wielded power that was enough to best two Dimensional Hellion Rulers! 

Her battle did not have any suspense as before she even made a move, her mere words had moved half 

of the opposing Dimensional Rulers to surrender as no Nature Integration expert wished to put their 

long life on the line for the sake of those they were merely allied with. 

This left the two Dimensional Hellion Rulers of the Niflheim Dimension besieged on all sides as the result 

of this… 

<She is a cruel danger that we must wipe out first.> 

…! 
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It was a result that caused a certain voice to rise with the deepest parts of the Main Reality! 

12 blazing thrones of Authorities rotated around each other as the Tribunal Rulers of the Desolate 

Mausoleum had their wills focused on a particular scene- a scene taken from the Point of view of the 

Legions standing opposite to Lilith as some Undead Suzerain Commanders within these Legions were 

actually under the banner of Primordials! 

Their reach was deep and Absolute in nature as even in the Niflheim Dimension, they had extended 

their influence and forces as getting a recording of how Reality played out in the past was the least that 

they could do. 

The current recording showed the might of Lilith as after multiple Dimensional Rulers from the side of 

the Lich Emperor of Niflheim, Mors, and the Mirror of Death, Calikan, had defected- her voice had 

emanated out across the Endless River Thanatos. 

<Others may be spared, but those who led the incursion to stand in my way will not. Those newly allied 

to me…prove yourself by wiping out those standing against us.> 

WAA! 

She truly did not lift a finger. 

Her demonic form with her dazzling butterfly wings emanated valor and regality as after causing the 

Dimensional Rulers on the enemy side to defect, she then pointed them as the Sword against those they 

previously allied with! 

<DECEIVER!!!> 

The bellow of the Lich Emperor of Niflheim was piercing as the astounding Absolute Niflheim Authority 

had surged from him. 

Countless Obsidian gray flames spread out and washed over the Undead Legions below that had begun 

to rage within Thanatos, these flames pulling up in their very Aspects and life-force as they then surged 

to the Undead Dimensional Rulers! 

Surging towards them in a bid to control them and reign them in! 

<Hmph.> 

BOOM! 

But a cold snort from Lilith that surged with Absolute Fundamental Authority dispersed the Absolute 

Niflheim Authority as multiple Nature Integration Realm experts besieged the Lich Emperor and the 

massive draconic visage of the Mirror of Death on all sides. 

As beings proficient in Destiny and Providence, they could only shake their heads and wills with 

unwillingness and disbelief at the situation playing out as they knew how it would end- making a bid to 

escape an instant after as both Dimensional Hellion Rulers shot into different directions! 

At this juncture, the figure of the titanic Undead Emperor Feng standing against them flashed as he 

appeared before the Lich Emperor of Niflheim and smashed him back. 



A few Dimensional Rulers went towards the direction that the Mirror of Death was escaping in, the 

Legions that used to follow this being with a connection to the Mirror Dimension also seeing the 

situation and retreating as gateways filled with Mirror Essence began to rise! 

It was a retreat of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler and his Legions that began a chase- Legions on the side of 

Lilith also roaring over Thanatos and giving chase to those seeking refuge in other Dimensions as among 

the Suzerain Commanders of these Legions, a few with shining blue flames chased after the path of the 

Dimensional Rulers! 

This left behind a maddened Lich Emperor of Niflheim who heard a deathly verdict from Lilith who gazed 

down at him from above Thanatos. 

<Separate him from Nature and show those standing against the Dimensional Queen what awaits 

them.> 

…! 

A verdict of Death as the Undead Emperor Feng surged with Entropy while descending, other Rulers 

swarming in to show their might as in all this, Lilith had her hands behind her back as her blessed chest 

rose proudly with grandeur. 

Her demonic air was tyrannical and mighty as under her gaze, what followed next was the horrendous 

public execution of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler while the other one was being chased by multiple 

Nature Integration Realm experts, his path going forward to seek refuge within the Mirror Dimension! 

But with the conclusion of this event, it meant another Dimension had fallen under Lilith's influence.  

That this existence had now gotten close to the Sources of multiple Anchors as her power would only 

elevate to greater levels! 

<We can put her on the same designation as that being in the Quantum Dimension.> 

A voice from a Tribunal Ruler arose while the scenes of the Niflheim Dimension played out, the ecstatic 

figure of Lilith being focused on as near the end of the illusory recording of Reality, the screen showed 

the demonic and enticing visage of Lilith turn to directly stare at the center of the screen. 

As if she could see the eyes of the being recording all this as thereafter, she smiled devilishly and blinked 

her eyes- winds of Absolute Fundamental Authority raging out as the screen went black soon after! 

<...> 

<She will cleanse our influence out of Niflheim soon enough as if she gathers more and more 

Dimensional Rulers under her banner, she might just be able to hinder our plans in a major way.> 

The voice of Althea was heard this time as another one soon arose, this one booming with even greater 

authority! 

<Our source has relayed to us details of the coming Dimensional Conclave. Shall we…have a dance with 

Providence?> 

…! 



The fabric of Reality twisted and churned as a shocking thought bloomed, and the Tribunal continued a 

meeting as even they…were now focused on the Dimensional Conclave in the Quantum Dimension! 

A Conclave that was bound to be glorious! 

A Conclave of Quintessence! 
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Within the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

The surroundings flowed with sandy gold light as massive golden crystalline Cosmos spun beautifully 

above, the figures of Noah and Eowyn being seen floating above the sandy dunes of the Dream 

Dimension. 

Noah was surrounded by waves of Providence after the Nomological Edicts bound to Destiny, Karma, 

Fate, and Fortune were now all filled with Providence- his path becoming ever clear in his eyes as he 

now took a stroll in his new lands. 

He wasn't the only one as in the past half a day, the Dream Dimensional Rulers had traversed across the 

reformed Dream Dimension to choose their domains as they also explored the intricacy that was the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

<Thank you for not making it difficult.> 

Eowyn had her golden hair flowing down to her shoulders, her figure not as tall and robust as some of 

the women Noah was currently around as she seemed smaller and perfectly proportioned in all the right 

places. 

A golden cloth wrapped around her body in a unique fashion covering everything as she surged with 

Absolute Dream Authority. Her sharp nose complemented her dazzling gold eyes that anybody would be 

drawn into if they stared enough, but none of this had an effect on Noah's as he smiled and nodded at 

her words. 

"There are many ways to play things. Rushing is not always the best." 

As they talked, the sand dunes they floated atop of shifted and radiated golden light as ahead of them, 

an exquisite empire made of sand bloomed where the life forces of Living Dreams could be felt! 

The two of them stared at this as Eowyn continued with stern eyes. 

<Have you thought of how you will move in the Dimensional Conclave? The beings involved and the 

forces there will be the deciding factor for many of the things to come in the Barren Lands.> 

Yes! 

This walk Noah was taking was a unique one as it was his method of calmly discerning Destiny and 

Providence on what path he should take, where if he was floating in the skies or on the golden earth, he 

would take a metaphorical step on which direction he wanted to take for himself! 
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His path was currently led to come across this massive golden empire of sand filled with skyscrapers and 

a radiant fountain at the very center that he remembered very well, a smile forming on his lips as he 

didn't answer Eowyn and instead floated towards the center of this domain. 

The Living Dreams within it gazed upwards with interested eyes as from the fountain at the very center 

sprouting waves of golden sand, the visage of an existence began to rise and form into the head of a 

smiling cat! 

It was something Niah had met when he first entered the Dream Dimension. 

"Little Emperor…well, seemingly not so little anymore. For me to feel a greater sense of undeniability 

towards you than even the Dream Dimensional Ruler beside you…are you the one responsible for the 

recent changes? And why would you be traversing these lands again…are you seeking something else?" 

The face of the smiling cat spoke as this was an existence that had lived in the Dream Dimension for a 

long time, his Realm degenerating since the Age of Misery as he became lost in Dreams! 

 His Age could match some new Dimensional Rulers even though he didn't hold this power- it was the 

Dream of Fractured Wills that had guided Noah before he attained Lavalliere and was seeking for a 

method to form a never ending Physique Refinement Technique! 

Noah smiled at this creature while Eowyn gazed at it coldly. 

"Something to that extent. And I know what I seek this time, I'm simply gauging the many paths and 

seeing which will provide the best results." 

WAA! 

Yes! 

Noah had already been viewing many things from the feature of <I Am the Main Character>, and he saw 

multiple futures playing out in Parallel Paths as he was discerning which ones to take! 

<Hmm…> 

The Dream of Fractured Wills smiled even brighter as his visage changed into golden sand that reformed 

into an old man with a cane that walked towards Noah. 

"Then if you already know what you seek, it is not in line for me to advise you on much. The only thing I 

can say is from my many years of dreaming and the Emperors I have seen fall across the Ages. You've 

reached a stage now comparable if not higher than Dimensional Rulers, and it is why you are taking 

some time before making a decision on the path you wish to take." 

Noah's brows raised as Eowyn actually sneered on the side. 

This being was filled with experiences yes, but was he really so bold as to think it could advise Noah 

more than those currently around him? 

But Noah only smiled at this as when he took the steps today, Providence steered him and brought him 

here! 



So he nodded for the Dream of Fractured Wills to continue as the form of the old man changed to 

become a young teen full of youth and life. 

This visage gazed at the empire of sand around it and the vast stretches of Dreams all around as it spoke 

freely. 

<What I've seen the most is that when beings approach greater stages of power, they inadvertently bind 

themselves to other existences as their dominion increases- many more responsibilities falling under 

their laps. Responsibility, authority…they go hand in hand as it is what binds all Dimensional Rulers.> 

The voice wondrously became filled with a unique authority as it soon changed once more into a 

different Living Dream and continued! 

<It is why I never made the bid to become a Dream Dimensional Ruler, as I saw only a massive weight 

landing on my shoulder as my freedom to dream would be cut forth. Look at the Dream Dimensional 

Rulers now…most were butchered in the Age of Destiny by OPPENHEIMER, and others are living in pain 

with no purpose but to protect the Dream Dimension.> 
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The words of the Dream of Fractured Wills caused genuine surprise and caution to rise from Eowyn as 

she gazed at this being coldly, but the Dream of Fractured Wills paid no attention to her and just 

continued! 

<Responsibility. Duty. The stronger you are, the greater these become as they weigh you down so much 

that before you make any decision, you have to consider every single thing below you and how it would 

be affected. Instead of gaining more freedom with power, you instead become bound to it. This is best 

exemplified by the Nature Integration Realm where beings literally bind themselves to power…they bind 

themselves to nature. The only advice I can give you on the paths to take…is for you to forget your 

duties and responsibilities, or what would happen to them or what dangers could befall them depending 

on which path you take.> 

WAA! 

<Forget the many things you are bound to and all those weighing you down and simply go back before 

all this. When you used to decide what you wanted and acted on without accounting for the dominion 

below you and how the countless others you are connected to will be affected. The path you should 

take becomes all that clearer when you follow your heart without accounting for duty and responsibility. 

It may seem selfish or neglectful…but it leaves you with the freedom that after you take the path, those 

under you will end up benefiting so long as you stayed true to yourself.> 

…! 

The many things that bind someone down! 

The allure of power and how one only becomes more and more restricted the stronger one become! 

This was shown the greatest with Nature Integration Realm existences as those who were the 

strongest…were integrated with the most Laws and Decreta. 

HUUM! 
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These words caused the Providence around Noah to surge as his eyes released beams of luminous light. 

It affirmed his path of seeking to not be bound by laws and decreta as the paths he was thinking of 

taking…became reduced a great deal! 

He had the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality to consider when it came to how wild he would act in 

the upcoming Dimensional Conclave in the Quantum Dimension. 

He had to consider the Dream Dimensional Rulers and Avalon Dimensional Rulers! 

He had placed too many factors in his decision making as the more dangerous paths with even greater 

rewards weren't so easily chosen as he truly had too much to protect! 

But if he forgot all this…what path would he truly take. What path did his very Heart pulsing with Mana 

and abundant authority veer to? What would his Tyrannical will want to do if it wasn't bound to 

anything and did not care for the thoughts of Rulers? 

BZZZT! 

Tendrils of Providence began to vibrate around Noah as Eowyn had a stern expression in the middle of 

all this. 

She stared at the Dream of Fractured Wills whose power should be much lesser than her by many 

magnitudes as she asked with authority! 

<What are you?> 

…! 

<Merely a Dreamer lost in the eons of time.> 

The reply was quick as a smile made of sand and radiant white teeth formed and disappeared, the many 

grand structures of this sandy gold empire also beginning to fade along with all the Living Dreams here. 

SHAA! 

Absolute Dream Authority erupted around Eowyn to press down and contain everything, but nothing 

remained behind an instant later as only a voice echoed out. 

<The Source of Dreams should also have an answer for you. Become close to it and see what you can 

attain…and how much more weight you wish to put on your shoulders.> 

With these words, everything about the Dream of Fractured Wills disappeared while Eowyn's body rose 

in the skies to continue searching with a cold light in her eyes! 

"Come down." 

Surrounded by tendrils of Providence, Noah called out to Eowyn who shook her head with frustration 

and came down towards him again. 

<I haven't come across another being who can pull upon the Decretum of Dreams like that and not be a 

Ruler. You're okay with them living in your lands like this?> 



Her eyes shone with caution for something even she didn't know as Noah only smiled with 

quintessential Tyranny as he had decided upon his path! 

As existences began to head to the Dimensional Conclave, Noah's own path and actions would be 

glorious ones as he would move unfettered even while amidst the most powerful beings! 

"My Dream Dimensional Chassis will set off with the Dream Dimensional Rulers to the Quantum 

Dimension…you, how is your power now?" 

The path before his eyes became clear as a Clone was mobilized, the path into the nexus event that was 

the Dimensional Conclave beginning as Noah focused on Eowyn next! 

This golden haired treasure and Ruler blinked and sighed in exasperation as she relied. 

<Only a few minor shackles I'm finishing off in my Aspects of Existence. I have my Absolute Dream 

Authority, but my destroyed Aspects are slow to rebuild as I don't wish to take any more loot from you. 

I'll continue using Absolute Dream Authority to slowly rebuild-> 

"Let's change that and have you attain your full power." 

WAA! 

Noah spoke with surety as his body began to blaze with power and authority. 

"I've been bringing multiple beings to the Grotto Haven stage with the Dual Cultivation Techniques you 

gave me. I've modified them into the Quintessential Dual Cultivation Technique Series as reforming your 

destroyed Aspects of Existence should be a breeze. And I have yet to see the rewards of Dual Cultivation 

with a Dimensional Ruler…" 

…! 

<You…your Main Body should be focused on finishing the upgrades of RUINATION and that Primordial 

Disk…> 

Alarm rose in Eowyn's eyes as she replied without too much confidence! 

"The process of smelting is now in a passive process as I await more MANANIUM and NULLINIUM." 

<You…should also be focusing on elevating the Infinite Forge before another half a day passes so you 

can obtain even more-> 

"I can multitask." 

WAA! 

A dazzling golden domain erupted around this area as Eowyn held a hint of hesitation, things being 

different in her perspective as she had formed a bond with this being just for the sake of regaining her 

old power, and she had not expected him to be a being with such shocking capabilities that from her 

earlier thoughts of his status in these Barren Lands, he was now standing at a point where his decisions 

could affect many things within these lands as even those she knew of outside…he might just become 

able to affect them as well in time! 



She had also seen his usage of the techniques she had given him when she supported the path of dual 

Cultivation with Hecate and Katelyn as this being truly knew how to use them to the fullest! 

But she…she was a Dimensional Ruler! Was she truly fearful of falling under this being's spell as she had 

seen those around him? 

<Hmph.> 

Her golden visage illuminated greatly as her confidence returned. 

<It's just a newly formed skill tree…lets see what effects it'll have!> 

She let aside her reservations while a golden domain wrapped around them to mask anything in this 

area from prying eyes! 

After his path was illuminated, Noah began making many moves to achieve what he wanted as other 

decisions included…. 

<Finish the saturation of the Sixth Dimensional Layer…let us see whether I shall bind the Decreta or if 

they shall bind me!> 

WAA! 

His will commanded his Origin as Kainos Royal Niflheim Cosmos continued to propagate rapidly once 

more! 

But this wasn't all! 

Away from the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

In the Avalon Dimension. 

The Avalon Dimensional Rulers were about to set off towards the Quantum Dimensional as they 

wrapped the coronation of the Imperius Avallonis on Insula Avallonis, when the eyes of Avalon 

Dimensional Chassis shone brightly at this moment! 

In the center of the idyllic floating landmass, he grasped the Sword of Avalon and turned towards 

Guinevere beside him. 

He had held back before, but he now made a move to do what he did with the Dream Dimension…to the 

Avalon Dimension as well! 

Chapter 2086 The Conclave Of Quintessence! V 

The events in the Avalon Dimension had ended with meetings and discussions as at the end of it all, the 

Seeker of Knowledge had left behind a means of communication and alliance with the Elysium 

Dimension and reviewed the many paths that could unfold in the upcoming Dimensional Conclave. 

Then, Insula Avallonis only had the Avalon Dimensional Rulers remaining for the coronation of the 

Imperius Avallonis before they all set off to the given coordinates, but at this juncture… 

SHIING! 
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The Sword of Avalon buzzed as its holder suddenly blared with authority. 

He and Guinevere were floating above the Lake that contained the Stone which held the Sword of 

Avalon in the past, their eyes overlooking this idyllic floating landmass and the hazy purple waves of 

essence in the skies around it. 

Yet at this juncture, an isolated domain rose from the Imperius Avallonis to wrap around Guinevere 

alone as he seemed to have words only for her! 

The strands of purple hair on this Dimensional Ruler released waves of radiance as she turned her gaze 

towards Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis. 

Her pupils retained their coldness and exceeding beauty that could draw the souls of weak beings as her 

red lips were actually the first to open. 

<So you have come to a decision?> 

…! 

Noah was the one to set up a domain to bring up a proposal, but this being had spoken first as if she 

knew exactly what he was thinking! 

"Oh?" 

So his brows raised with interest as he saw the gaze of this being go back into staring at the royal lilac 

lands around them. 

<We just watched you somehow displace the whole Dream Dimension yesterday. Knowing your true 

nature, you did not do it out of the kindness of your own heart or to save the Dream Dimension from 

Apocalypse. You did it because it benefited you in some way.> 

WAA! 

Her eyes shone with brilliance as Noah could only smile at her words! 

Not too long ago, he had revealed his true nature which allowed him to gain the full acceptance of the 

Sword of Avalon and a few hidden features- one of them being the fusion of the Sword and the being it 

was connected to- Guinevere herself as Noah could wield a top tier Nature Integration expert in his very 

hands! 

She understood a major aspect of his personality and how he worked. 

So at this juncture, she could already see some things as she spoke freely! 

When the situation unfolded like this, Noah also spoke freely! 

"Yes. I benefited greatly from it in a way you won't be able to fully fathom. But the end result was the 

same- the Essence of NULLITY would not spread havoc as the process of a hastened Apocalypse would 

stop. But…that is not all." 

<Oh?> 



Her eyes flashed grandly as Providence began to surge around her, feeling like something crucial was 

about to be uttered out! 

"All Dimensions and the Desolate Mausoleum are heading towards Cataclysm…all of them but the 

Dream Dimension at this moment." 

…! 

Absolute Avalon Authority shot forth from Guinevere's eyes with immense radiance. 

Her whole figure became wrapped with this essence as the gravity in the words that were just said had 

too many implications! 

<I want to say it is impossible…and it should naturally be impossible, but many beings keep on being 

wrong about you.> 

With her eyes shooting out beams of purple light, she chose her words carefully as her words gradually 

became more monotone and mechanical! 

Noah's face became serious at this as he nodded and continued. 

"Yes. So if your goal remains to protect your home…I offer the ultimate protection that not only hides 

the Avalon Dimension from the attacks of Primordials and NULLITY, but instantly stops the path of 

endless expansion that is slowly weakening the Source of Avalon and bringing it towards destruction." 

HUUUM! 

His words truly had too grand of implications as in the center of Insula Avallonis, the enclosed domain 

they were in Amalgamated with a shockingly dense Absolute Avalon Authority that even the Rulers 

nearby that were preparing to set off couldn't help but turn their eyes over! 

This was because…they could feel a large concentration of the Source of Avalon currently descending 

unto this area. 

In his hands, Noah felt the Sword of Avalon vibrate with intensity and valor as in the next second, the 

enshrouded figure of Guinevere becoming revealed once more as this time, her eyes…shone with an 

intense white light. 

They were not her eyes. 

From her lips, a mechanical voice dripping with authority that Noah remembered every time a Latent 

Will of a Dimension screamed about him being a Dimensional Inimicus. 

<Show me.> 

…! 

The Latent Will of the Avalon Dimension spoke directly to Noah as it wanted to see the truth in Noah's 

words! 



With his Heart of Mana pulsing and surging with Providence, Noah waved his hands to show the scene 

of the Dream Dimension in the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality- as well as its enclosed borders that 

were not expanding. 

He also utilized a feature of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality as the Pocket Dimensional Reality 

appeared in his hands! 

"What you see here is Reality, and you can affirm it by sending a part of yourself into this. It will be the 

construct to deconstruct and reconstruct the Avalon Dimension from this location and into another.. 

with your Source remaining entirely intact as at the end, it will go back to its strongest heights." 

The Pocket Dimensional Reality was like a singularity that spun and began to devour some of the nearby 

Absolute Authority, a will being carried during this swallowing as the reality was affirmed soon after! 

<...> 

The logical and mechanical Latent Will took a single second. 

Thereafter… 

<Do it.> 

…! 

Coldly and without an ounce of emotion, more Absolute Avalon Authority surged into the spinning 

Pocket Dimensional Reality as Noah smiled lightly. 

The light within Guinevere's eyes gradually returned as she truly came back to herself, her eyes carrying 

somberness as they came to lock onto Noah. 

The gaze was heavy as she voiced out while watching the spinning Pocket Dimensional Reality and what 

it would mean. 

<One way or another, we are binding ourselves to you. The purposes our ancestors left behind for us…> 

"The ancestors were the first to abandon you all. Now, it is only survival." 

Noah rose up while clasping the Sword of Avalon tightly, his voice continuing soon after as he didn't 

revel in this shocking accomplishment! 

"Let the transference of the Avalon Dimension take some time. In the middle of the Dimensional 

Conclave…we can complete the full relocation. We do not need to give others any more things to be 

cautious of before the Conclave. Let us inform the Avalon Dimensional Rulers of what is to come and 

move out…" 

A fantastical accomplishment was achieved in the Avalon Dimension as Arthus, Morgana, and the other 

Rulers would only be told thereafter, with over half of these same Dimensional Rulers bound to set off 

to the Quantum Dimension soon after! 

Chapter 2087 The Conclave Of Quintessence! VI 
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Forces from all Dimensions were moving towards a singular direction as a nexus event that would decide 

the future of many things would soon begin! 

In the Niflheim Dimension. 

The Visage of Lilith stood deep below the Endless River Thanatos on an illusory gray throne as dense 

waves of Niflheim surged around her. 

Her devilish charm was just as mighty as the figure of the Undead Emperor Feng stood beside her 

calmly, his eyes burning with Obsidian flames as he grasped his sword tightly and didn't make even a 

single movement! 

Lilith herself was extremely close to the Source of Niflheim as other Dimensional Rulers were with her in 

this location deep below Thanatos, their eyes surging with destiny and Providence to see which path this 

terrifying being before them would take! 

<The 9 Dimensions have lost their ways.> 

She began with a shocking assertion as she continued thereafter. 

<The Dream Dimension has been displaced as this leaves 8 Anchors under the control of Rulers…this 

makes things that were not possible before inevitable as it is time.> 

HUUM! 

Dominance shone in her eyes as they swirled with immense majesty and veiled wrath. 

<It is about time for a change in leadership. This Conclave…seems about perfect to depose the unruly 

and weak Rulers who wish to do nothing. Set off for the Quantum Dimension! Let us see this Conclave!> 

WAA! 

Waves of Providence surged below the Endless River at such a juncture as Rulers here…also began to 

make their way into the Quantum Dimension! 

Above the Endless River Thanatos, Legions were scattered and moving about as the Suzerain 

Commanders finished calculating gains and losses, with the enemy Legions broken and dispersed to join 

the Legions of Lilith as it was a wondrous sight of dominance. 

Yet even at this moment, there were unseen changes occurring underneath as a vast majority of these 

Legions…they had a silent and dominant Will beginning to dominate them as there were even a 

significant number that were fully infected and encroached up with Noah's Quintessential 

Pathogenicity! 

— 

The tides of destiny rose and fell. 

The river of time continued to flow as among all Dimensions, one in particular stood out above the rest. 

It was the Quantum Dimension that had a legitimate unopposed rulership that wasn't truly talked about, 

but it was known by all. 



The reason for this was none other than the fact that when the Ancestors left, the pathway to elsewhere 

lay within the Quantum Dimension. 

But what did Quantum mean anyway? 

In layman's terms, Quantum was the smallest unit that made up a concept or phenomenon. 

It meant that it was the smallest amount of something that was quantifiable- with the Decretum of 

Quantum focusing on the concept of Altering the nature and reality of things from the atomic or 

subatomic levels as one could achieve a profound change by focusing on the smallest quantifiable 

makeup of an organism or Reality! 

In other words, the Quantum Dimension truly translated to the smallest possible Source that could 

make up a Dimension. It was….the First Dimension! 

Its size was vaster than the smallest three Dimensions combined as the number of existences within 

were immeasurable, with the number of Dimensional Rulers also being much greater as their power was 

incomprehensible! 

At this moment, multiple entrants sought to enter the Quantum Dimension through given coordinates 

as they found themselves crossing the veils of Dimensions to arrive in a point of space that was filled 

with brilliance and multicolored light. 

This wasn't all as just in this region of arrival, the auras of three Rulers could be felt constantly having 

their wills spread out and confirming all those that entered! 

At this juncture, forces that were clad in golden grandeur of Dreams appeared as the visage of the 

Longest Dream was seen side by side with none other than Noah's Dimensional Chassis, with all the 

remaining Dream Dimensional Rulers behind him as their appearance here…truly affirmed to others 

they had no home to protect when they all came here! 

There was some suspicion that they knew where the Dream Dimension had been displaced to, but 

would they really leave it unprotected if that were the case? 

<Dream Dimensional Rulers…this way.> 

The voice of a Quantum Dimensional Ruler echoed out as in the space that Noah and the others had 

arrived in, things began to brighten up as all around this space, massive smiling rings of light lined up left 

and right, top and bottom as they created a magisterial tunnel of multicolored light- this tunnel leading 

towards a point of dense Quantum Essence as the auras of many others could be felt further in! 

Noah curiously gazed at the unique multicolored spinning rings of light as their figures moved forward at 

high speeds, the regal tunnel they were in slowly opening up as from the linear path they were in 

before, the spinning rings of light began to line up in a circular pathway as the space opened up to a 

massive dome-like domain that held potent auras within it. 

Auras that were currently seated on floating multicolored thrones beautifully floating in space and 

assembled in circles to face a single center where dense Absolute Quantum Authority was buzzing with 

grandeur! 



The thrones were sectioned off into 9 regions as below them, 9 different films of light glowed as they 

indicated members of which Dimension were sitting where. 

The Longest Dream and other Dream Dimensional Rulers had many eyes fall on them as they made their 

way towards 100 multicolored thrones with a golden film of light beneath them that they could only fill 

the first row off, the many Dimensional Rulers from other Dimensions that were present focusing on 

them due to their unique circumstances! 

And the gazes of powerful beings were radiant as in other sections, the magisterial seats shining with a 

verdant light below them had 6 Prana Dimensional Rulers seated together in humanoid forms and 

buzzing with life force, with Rulers from Elysium also seen in their section as Halos of profound light 

wrapped around 8 Elysium Dimensional Rulers. 

Then there was the section for the Apollyon Dimension that currently had four Dimensional Rulers 

congregating around a single being- the one from the same Lineage as Lilith…the Supreme Pontiff! 

The seats for Avalon, Mirror, Fantasia, and Niflheim were still empty as from the tunnel of light where 

the Dream Dimensional Rulers just came from, more and more vibrant auras could be felt as droves of 

Dimensional Rulers arrived to participate in the Dimensional Conclave. 

In the Conclave of Quintessence! 

Chapter 2088 To Bind Or Be Bound! I 

As the Dimensional Conclave was about to start with many parties arriving, Noah was still absorbed in 

his own things as his Clones took care of the grunt work while his Main Body focused on his progression 

and elevation of power. 

Currently, he had divided his most precious resources by half- the All Source Enhancers he had gained 

from the NULLITY Beasts where nearly half of them were going into the saturation of his Sixth 

Dimensional Layer. This…was the equivalent of over two thousand Obsidian Dimensional Reality 

Panaceas to forge the Sixth Layer. 

The Fifth Dimensional Layer required 16 times the resources as Noah had to put forth 684 Golden 

Panaceas, or 68 Obsidian Panaceas. 

The Sixth Dimensional Layer required 32 times the resources as the number of Obsidian Dimensional 

Reality Panaceas required was 2176! This was equivalent to 435 All Source Enhancers as it was half 

Noah's reserves…but he still put them forth into the completion of the Sixth Dimensional Layer as today, 

the answer of where he would be bound to the Decreta and Natural Laws or if he would bind them 

would be answered! 

As his Origin churned and produced Trillions of Singularities, his Will was trying to figure out exactly 

what he would do as currently, he was trying to closely feel and resonate with the Source of Dreams 

after receiving the words of the Dream of Fractured Wills. 

An answer lay in the Source of Dreams for what he wished. 

He just had to find it. 
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So his will connected with the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality and its slow but gradual assimilation 

with the Dimensions within it. 

Currently, above the Dream Dimension, a Royal purple planar floor had begun to be built as the Pocket 

Dimensional Reality Seed swallowed the Avalon Dimension, Noah's Will gazing at this briefly before he 

went on to focus on the core of the Dream Dimension. On the Source of Dreams! 

At the same time, his main body was connected tightly to Eowyn through the Quintessential Dual 

Cultivation Techniques as his vibrant life force and essence rebuilt her shattered Origin, but his focus 

was also on the Laws and Decreta this being was integrated with. 

While he was connected to this Dimensional Ruler, his Will covered her entirely as he tried to 

understand the intricacies of her Aspects of Existence and just what Integration with Nature meant for 

her. 

<A Profound resonance blooms through the utilization of a unique method to peer into the secrecy of 

Reality.> 

HUUM! 

A low symphony was buzzing in the surroundings as in the golden domain veiled in our eyes, Absolute 

Dream Authority surged with many other authorities around Noah and Eowyn as at this juncture, the 

Source of Dreams became particularly more prominent and shot forth from their two figures like a pillar 

of incandescent light! 

<Your eyes are deconstructing the connection of the Integration with Nature and gazing upon it freely.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

Time slowed and became warped. 

Eowyn's heart and Aspects of Existence trembled as they felt Noah's will grasp upon something only she 

should be able to, as he truly came to gaze upon the intricate connection of Integration with Nature as 

apart from this, the connection was so dense that he could even understand and read her thoughts! 

Everything about her…laid bare! 

Such an action caused this Dream Dimensional Ruler to become flustered as before she could even do or 

say anything, she felt his Will wrap around her connection to Dreams as her consciousness could only 

blank out. 

In this unique state, Noah saw exactly what it meant to be bound by Nature. 

He saw the Integration with Dreams that Eowyn had as he saw her Aspects of Existence akin to a single 

line- a line that reached out and connected to a massive golden Source as she became integrated with 

it! 



Noah could only see the illusion of a single line that represented Eowyn connected to the Source of 

Dreams, but he could almost imagine countless other lines that represented all of the Dimensional 

Rulers that had integrated with Dreams to all be connected and integrated to the same Source! 

The line that represented Eowyn was pulling power from the Source of Dreams, but at the same time, it 

was bound and had no leeway to do anything else. 

It was also this line that when others sought to kill a Nature Integration expert, they would use their 

power to segregate and cut off this Line of Integration in order to grant one true death! 

So long as all Lines of Integration- whether they be Natural laws or Decreta, were broken…one would be 

able to perish as the Source they were bound to…would continue on. 

But…what if one didn't simply connect, integrate, and become bound to the Source of Decreta or Law?  

What if one did not bind themselves to the Source and instead bound the Source to them? 

It would mean… 

<No segregation…> 

BOOOOOM! 

Wild waves of essence surged as Providence went haywire. 

Prompts arose before Noah as he arrived at a shocking truth! 

<You have gazed upon a Truth.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

Yes! 

If one was successful in integrating nature into themselves, others would never be able to segregate or 

separate them from the Source! 

Unless they destroyed the very Dimension and its Source, they could not destroy him! 

And if he integrated the very fabric of Reality- if he integrated Natural Laws and Fundamental Natural 

Laws into himself, others could not destroy him until they destroyed the very fabric of Reality. 

Until they destroyed the very Desolate Mausoleum itself! 

<...> 

It was a shocking finding with even more shocking implications. 

But there remained the question of how to make it possible. 

An Irregular had tried to integrate nature unto themselves in the past as their Aspects of Existence had 

disintegrated due to it- the Laws and Decreta simply being too vast for the Origin, Body, and Soul of an 

existence to contain! 

Chapter 2089 To Bind Or Be Bound! II 
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Ages past, Noah wasn't the only one who sought a different path compared to the norm. 

But even such illustrious beings had perished as the action of doing the opposite of what everyone was 

doing did not always mean greatness. 

There was a reason why everyone else followed a certain path! 

It was simply following nature. 

It was the set status quo as going against it- going against Nature was truly too difficult! 

So the problem for Noah remained how to make it feasible for him to not integrate himself to a Source 

of Nature, but instead, Integrate a Source of Nature into him. 

And at this juncture. 

While surrounded by waves of Providence and connected to a Dream Dimensional Ruler that he freely 

observed the Source of. 

During all this…he felt his thoughts all fade away as he gazed at the Source of Dreams. 

<...> 

A light of boundless luminosity radiated from him at this juncture as a profound epiphany bloomed! 

An epiphany so profound and yet at the same time… 

<So damn simple…> 

BOOOM! 

Providence surged as Noah moved to affirm an epiphany that promised him greatness and Quintessence 

in this Age and in Ages past! 

While a part of his will focused on this, another part took half of the All Source Enhancers to be burned 

as fuel for elevating a construct of his that was actually not Quintessential in this Age. 

He had told Eowyn he could multitask, and his robust and strong soul could do more than this as the 

stellar multicolored milky units of the All Source Enhancers flowed into his soul and onto the half gold 

Lemniscate Epitaph, bathing the gold portion with utmost splendor as the Infinite Forge was elevated in 

function. 

<The Infinite Forge's capabilities are being enhanced to a greater level.> 

<The percentage chance to Generate certain Loot is increasing.> 

Tens of All Source Enhancers flowed in serenely as the Lemniscate Epitaph shone with splendor, and at 

100 All Source Enhancers… 

SHIING! 

Brilliance overflowed as a major milestone was passed. 

<New Loot has been added to the Infinite Forge.> 



A grander selection of loot rose as even now, Noah was not impatient and did not view the details of the 

Infinite Forge yet! 

He allowed it to continue as the number of All Source Enhancers utilized then exceeded 200…300…400! 

…! 

Glorious light spilled out as Noah came to a stop here, the All Source Enhancers drying up as his Will 

came to focus on the changes. 

<The Reality Altering Construct of the Infinite Forge has made great advancements.> 

<The Infinite Forge still retains its second place in the Age of Quintessence.> 

Even after the enhancements from the boons of hundreds of dead NULLITY Beasts, it wasn't enough to 

so easily overtake the Quintessential Reality Altering Construct that another being in this Age had. 

Noah was unfettered at this as he gazed at the changes of the Infinite Forge instead, knowing he had a 

lot of time and chances to continue elevating this Construct higher! 

<Infinite Forge>::...Every 24 Hours, the following Loot will be passively generated in the Infinite Forge 

that the user can enter to remove or allow to passively accumulate over time: <50 Transcendent True 

Vitality Flasks>(100% Chance to Generate), <250 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance 

to Generate), <2,500 Golden Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance to Generate), <50,000x Ingots 

of MANANIUM>(100% Chance to Generate), <5x Random Transcendent DHARMA Relic>(100% Chance 

to Generate), <5x Random Absolute Dimensional Relic>(100% Chance to Generate), <1x Random 

Connate Dimensional Relic>(100% Chance to Generate), <1x Random Transcendent Skill Tree of a True 

Emperor>(100% Chance to Generate), <1x Modus Operandi of Previous Ages>(100% Chance to 

Generate), <1x Random ZENITH Dimensional Lineage>(50% Chance to Generate),<1x Random ZENITH 

Reality Lineage>(50% Chance to Generate), <1,000 All Source Enhancers>(50% Chance to Generate),<1x 

Natural Decretum Complete Understanding Crystal>(5% Chance to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate 

Reality Relic>(.05% Chance to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate Dimensional Relic>(.05% Chance to 

Generate), <50x Crimson Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(.05% Chance to Generate)...> 

Fantastical differences came with its advancements as it seemed like many things were multiplied by a 

factor of 5 within the Infinite Forge! 

From having a 25% Chance to Generate, Noah now had a 100% Chance to Generate a Connate 

Dimensional Relic, A Skill Tree of a True Emperor, and a Modus Operandi of previous Ages! 

The Loot selection of All Source Enhancers was added as it had a 50% Chance to Generate 1,000 for him 

daily, and the chances to obtain the rarest loot were also elevated by a factor of 5! 

It was an addition of too many wonders that promised Noah a grand reality Altering Construct in the 

future, where he had to only continue elevating it. 

This part of his Will had achieved its purpose as around this same time, another construct achieved 

completion. 

It was the Sixth Dimensional Layer for Noah to add as the Niflheim Dimensional Reality became fully 

forged and saturated with 200 Trillion Kainos Royal Niflheim Cosmos. 



…! 

Vibrant and unending waves of light began to emanate from Noah's figure as he radiated pure Absolute 

Authority. 

The Visage of Eowyn connected to him was roused fully as she felt her shattered Origin race upwards 

towards full restoration, Noah's process of elevation while performing Dual Cultivation holding 

unexpected and fortuitous boons at this juncture! 

Six layers of light. 

Six vibrant bands of gold, green, purple, silver, crimson, and a gray light shone with an unblemished 

stellar grandeur as they radiated power. 

On the formation of the Third Dimensional Layer, grand changes bloomed. 

For the formation of the Sixth Dimensional Layer, even grander changes came to fruition as before 

Noah's eyes, golden bordered prompts descended! 

<The pathway towards Integration has opened.> 

<All completely Understood Decreta with an established Dimensional Reality can undergo a process of 

Automatic Integration.> 

WAA! 

<Proceed with the Automatic Integration of Dreams?> 

A prompt that sought Noah's permission. 

And towards it… 

<No.> 

…! 

Noah did not proceed with the Automatic Integration of Dreams as after his epiphany, he had found a 

different path to Integration. 

An Irregular had perished in the past when they tried the same thing as no being could hold the Source 

of a Decreta or Law within them. 

No being. 

Noah was also a being…but he was connected to something that was not. 

He was connected to the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

And the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality…was connected to the Source of Dreams as it was even 

assimilating it fully at this juncture! 

So…he would not Integrate himself with Nature. 



He would instead take the Source of Nature that was bound under his Gourmandizing Dimensional 

Reality as his first step into Nature Integration…would be to bind the Source of Dreams to him! 

Chapter 2090 INTEGRATION! I 

<You have successfully completed the Sixth Dimensional Reality.> 

<A Quintessential Milestone has been achieved.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

Noah was currently in a very unique state as many prompts cascaded over his eyes. 

His was fully connected to the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality as he focused on its assimilation and 

connection with the Source of Dreams- turning the feature of his own Dimensional Realities being 

capable of automatically integrating with their Decretum in this direction as he tried to do something 

Quintessential! 

The automatic ability to integrate his Layers…he was trying to wrap it around the Source of Dreams 

instead of being wrapped by it! 

He did this while the boons of the completion of Six Dimensional Realities came in. 

<A version of Pure Undefined Authority has been isolated for your future use above the Niflheim 

Dimensional Reality.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

<Through your reign over the Niflheim Dimension Reality, a level of influence can be exerted in the 

Niflheim Dimension.> 

<The Undefined Authority under you has increased.> 

<Your Understanding of the Decretum of Niflheim has been forcefully raised to 50%.> 

<Your Reserves of the Essence of Reality have been elevated to the Maximum of 12.8 Billion.> 

<Your Maximum True Vitality Values have risen to 32 Trillion.> 

<Your rate of Progression in the Decretum of Niflheim has increased by 1,000,000%> 

<The saturated Paramount Kainos Niflheim Dimensional Reality grants a base addition of 2,960,000 

Dimensional Niflheim Damage and Defense Values, bringing your Overall Origin Base Value to 

6,080,000.> 

<12x Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds has been obtained.> 

Even with the continued prompts of wonder, Noah's gaze remained focused on the process he was 

trying to currently initiate. 

If he tried anything remotely close to the Irregular in the past as he somehow fitted the Source of 

Dreams into himself, he would perish and be granted a swift death due to the sheer gravity of the thing 

he tried to swallow! 
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But at this juncture…the Source of Dreams was already swallowed up by the Gourmandizing 

Dimensional Reality. What Noah was doing now…was commandeering the connection of the Source of 

Dreams as instead of the Latent Will of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality continuing to assimilate 

with it, he would send forth his Will in this process to Integrate it into himself and not the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

He would not be carrying the sheer weight of the Source as the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality 

would do this for him…he would only encompass the Source and have his Will integrated with it as the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was akin to a backdoor that Noah was utilizing to make this a 

possibility. 

<Begin.> 

His visage shone with boundless luminescence as he communicated with the Gourmandizing 

Dimensional Reality. 

HUUM! 

A large portion of his Will cascaded out and silently shot towards the Source of Dreams- masked with 

the Latent Will of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality as it was like a multicolored shadow that 

wanted to wrap around the pulsing circular Source! 

It was not a line like all other Nature Integration experts that simply integrated themselves with this 

Decretum. 

It was a shadow that wanted to cover the Source of Dreams and control it fully! 

What authority would come from this? What shocking boosts could be expected? 

Much of this was unknown as Noah continued while more prompts from the boons of the Sixth 

Dimensional Layer continued! 

<Your Affinity to the Natural Laws of Reality has risen greatly!> 

<Your Affinity to the Decreta of all Dimensions has risen greatly!> 

<Your Maximum Number of Ascendancy Stanchions is now 1,500.> 

<Your Maximum Number of Infinite Reality Passages is now 2,040.> 

<The Quintessential Natural Born Infinite Mana Physique is Devouring the Niflheim Essence and Refining 

its authority.> 

<Your Dimensional Body and Soul continue to experience profound strengthening and elevation.> 

<The Insurmountable Milestones of the Seventh, Eighth, and the Ninth Dimensional Layers have 

opened.> 

An insurmountable path opened ahead as the closer Noah got to the Ninth Dimensional Layer, the more 

impossible his task became as the resources were unimaginable! 



After the 2,176 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas required for the Sixth Dimensional Layer, the 

Seventh Layer would require 64 times as many resources as Noah needed to accumulate 139,264 

Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas! 

Or simply, 27,853 All Source Enhancers. 

When accounting for Noah's Infinite Forge…it would only require him to do nothing but collect loot from 

it for 28 Days if he relied on the All Source Enhancers alone! 

A mentality like that was what the True Emperor who held the Golden Forge had as she had remained 

hidden and absorbed the Loot from her Forge until she became the strongest. 

But that was that Emperor, and this was Noah Osmosnt! 

His will carried a domineering tyrannical nature as he wasn't even daunted by the words insurmountable 

for what came next, his heart watching with utmost silence as his Will came to envelop the Source of 

Dreams under the aid of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

As he tried to touch upon Nature Integration. 

If he was successful in this, there was a grand and unbelievable path for him to take as to continue on 

this path, he had to have swallowed the chosen Dimension first and already have its Source within the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

It meant he could only try to integrate the Source of Dreams currently as thereafter, he would only be 

able to do so with the Source of Avalon when this Dimension's Source was here as well! 

If he wanted to integrate all 9 Dimensions…he had to have all of them swallowed by his Gourmandizing 

Dimensional Reality as it was a truly daunting task. 

But even more so…were the Natural Laws. 

The Source of Natural Laws…was the very fabric of Reality. 

It included both the 9 Dimensions and Desolate Mausoleum! 

So what specification or requirements would make it possible for Noah to integrate a Source of a 

Fundamental Natural Law? Or multiple Natural Laws thereafter?! 

 


